NOTE TAKING APP KOREAN pdf
1: 10 best note taking apps for Android
Best note taking app for taking and searching for notes of all kinds Evernote was an early leader in the digital note taking
space. In many ways, it shaped expectations about what a note taking app should do and how it should look.

Round two takes a closer look. You can create individual notebooks for your personal diary, classes, projects,
book ideas or anything else. Each notebook can, however, hold as many notes as you need. For those
occasions, Evernote has two solutions: You can either search specific notebooks or your entire Evernote
account. Tags may be even more useful. A tag lets you sort related notes using custom identifiers. You can
clip a full page, just the article text or a simplified version of the article. You can also take a screenshot or just
bookmark the page with a link. However you decide to clip it, Evernote will let you pick which notebook you
want to store the clipping in, plus add tags and remarks at the same time. Evernote also lets you save important
emails by forwarding them to a unique Evernote email address that every user receives. If you prefer to
automate that function, both Zapier and IFTTT work with Evernote, letting you do things like send emails
from certain individuals to a specific Evernote notebook. Many other recipes for both automation tools are
available, too, like for syncing notes to Google Drive, tracking Facebook likes or creating a note when an iOS
calendar is updated. Finally, you can attach files to notes, both uploaded locally and from Google Drive.
OneNote OneNote shares many of the same features as Evernote for organizing work, with notebooks for
gathering related notes being the most important. Evernote actually takes things a step further: You can search
for notes containing specific keywords by clicking the magnifying glass icon near the top-left corner of the
OneNote software. You can restrict the search to a specific notebook section or notebook, or search all
notebooks. OneNote also has pre-defined tags for sorting related notes. However, these are limited to the point
of being almost useless for serious note takers, having just six rather vague options available e. While
OneNote lets you create custom tags, the version of the app available in the Microsoft store does not, and
Microsoft has decided to sunset OneNote Like Evernote, you can also convert emails to notes by setting up an
address for OneNote and a default notebook. Going forward, you can forward emails to that address for
preservation. Automatically piping important emails from Gmail to a notebook, saving iPhone screenshots and
saving liked Tweets are just a few examples of what you can do. Round Two Thoughts Evernote and OneNote
are the two best tools out there when it comes to organizing cloud-based notes. Two key advantages of
OneNote over Evernote are that you can create unlimited notebooks and you can subdivide notebooks into
sections. Also, it has a slightly better web clipper. However, we think the use of custom tags is more useful
than notebook sections, and most people will probably be fine with the notebook limit.
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2: 8 Best Note-Taking Apps For Android Smartphones In
ColorNote, a minimalist, completely free note-taking app from South Korean startup Social & Mobile, has been
downloaded more than 90 million times since launching in November It boasts

The description of this app mentions multiple ways to save a notebook. NONE of the saving methods such as
save to pdf, files, or photos are available on the free version. Also, the scrolling is There is nothing whatsoever
to recommend this product. It does a lot of the same things, with better scrolling. Free version of the app
allows access to all available sharing features, however limits the number of notes that can be created and
includes advertisements. You might consider checking our portfolio for the applications with no ads that are
available for download on different terms. Thank you for your cooperation! Also needs to allow the font to get
WAYY bigger than 54 or whatever it is. I want to be able to have title and section title pages with nice typed
words that are big. It would be nice to be able to put photos on top of photos so I can kind of scrapbook. It
would also be nice to be able to include videos on notes. And also to be able to choose a different template for
a page in the same notebook. We appreciate your comment and will consider it while working on future
versions of the app. If you have any further suggestions or ideas - please let us know at support apalon. Thank
you in advance! I was basically forced to download that stupid game before I could even get close to back to
the app. That is where the issue is. I have no desire to have a game I hate. Thank you in advance for your
cooperation!
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3: â€ŽUltimate Note Taking Pack on the App Store
Taking notes the traditional way with pen and paper works just fine for some, but if you have a smartphone or tablet,
using an app specifically designed for note taking can truly change the way you get things done.

Twitter Sometimes, we tend to forget even the silliest little things. But paper notes have their limitations. You
may lose your notepad, and its no match for apps that can even store image notes or audio notes. Note-taking
apps have flooded the Play Store recently. Here, we have made a compilation of Android note-taking apps
based on the features they provide. All of these apps are free to download and will surely help you to increase
productivity in day to day life. ColorNote ColorNote is a full-featured Android note taking app. It is not
necessary to log in to the app, but you must do so if you wish to sync your notes and use online backup. The
first time you open the app, it takes you through a nice tutorial which you can choose to skip but is indeed
helpful. You can configure the app in three themes including a dark theme. Once you finish writing a note or
checklist, it will save automatically when you press the back button. You can set a specific time or day for
note reminders. Moreover, you can pin a note or checklist to the status bar in case you are the forgetful kind.
Apart from all these features, you can change the color of your notes, set memo widgets, organize notes by
calendar view, lock notes by password, share notes and a lot more. The app is free to download and ad-free.
Evernote Evernote requires you to register using your email or Google account. You can set up to use
fingerprint lock to protect your notes. It allows you to take notes in a variety of formats such as text,
attachments, handwriting, photos, audio, and more. The app is cross-platform, so your notes get synced across
all your devices. It is easy to set reminders, make checklist or plan events. The free version of the app will let
you use it in two devices and any browser. Moreover, the free version allows up to 60Mb of uploads per
month and file sizes up to more 25Mb. It stands apart from the other notes app by its unique interface and
useful features. Apart from taking simple notes, it can do much more. ClevNote can help you organize bank
account information and easily save them. You can later share your account number by easily copying it to the
clipboard. Making grocery list or any to-do list is easy and convenient. The app can help you remember
birthdays with additional memo and notification. ClevNote stores the information you have on your device
memory with AES encryption. You can also opt for cloud backup using Google Drive. The app can be locked
with a passcode. Moreover, there is widget support. ClevNote is lightweight and one of the best notes app for
Android. It has ads and offers in-app purchases. The simplicity of the app is best of all. Notes can be
categorized by labels such as work, personal or any label you like. You can set reminders based on time or
place provided your GPS is on. Reminders will pop-up as a notification in all devices you are signed in using
your Google account. So, there is less chance that you will miss it. The instant you write your note, it gets
synced with your Google account, so there is no fear of losing it. You can easily search for any note and also
organize them by giving a color code to each note. Google Keep can be accessed from any browser and also
has a Chrome plug-in. It has been my daily note-taking app since its launch in It is free, does not display any
ads, and can keep you organized in your daily life. DNotes DNotes is an elegant Android note-taking app with
a material design interface. The app does not require any online account to start. It is simple and resembles
Google Keep in many aspects. You can easily make notes and checklists. Also, you can add categories to
organize your notes. Moreover, you can choose multiple themes, set colors to your notes, and backup your
notes to Google Drive or SD card. This Evernote alternative supports widgets with customizable transparency.
Overall, DNote is a highly customizable and user-friendly Android notes app that is free to download and does
not display any ads. My Notes This app can be used as a notepad, journal or diary. Your records can be
protected using password, PIN or fingerprint. It is easy to search for notes within the app and notes can be
sorted by date, title or folder. You can add a reminder for each of your notes. Notes can be synced using
Google Drive. Moreover, My Notes can automatically detect phone number, email address and web links to
help you navigate with a single tap. You can set home-screen widgets for easy access. The app displays ads
and offers in-app purchases. Scarlet Notes Scarlet Notes is a beautifully designed and feature-packed app to
take notes with ease. You can sign in with Google to enable cloud sync. An option to add a tag to your notes
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can help you find them easily. You can set different colors to your notes, and there is also dark theme
available. Users can lock notes using a pin code. Additionally, you can search for notes, view archived notes,
mark notes as favorite, and much more Scarlet Notes has widget support. Best of all, this Evernote alternative
supports Markdown Formatting. The app is open sourced and ad-free. You will need a free Microsoft account
to use this app. It asks for your email ID, phone number or Skype name to log in. You can make notes by text,
handwriting, drawing or clip contents from web. Also, you can use tags to label notes or to-do lists, and
everything is neatly organized within the app. OneNote syncs your notes across all your devices and has
cross-platform support. Moreover, it lets many people work on content together simultaneously. The app is a
part of the Office family of software and works great with Office apps such as Excel or Word. Hence, the
OneNote is very convenient for teamwork and brainstorming ideas. Did you find this list of best note-taking
apps for Android to be helpful? Share your reviews in the comments and keep reading Fossbytes for more
interesting lists.
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4: Best note-taking apps for Android in | TechRadar
Google released its note-taking app in , and critics gave it mixed reviews for not having adjustable formatting and being
inconvenient for storing long-form notes.

You have your smartphone on you at practically all times. That makes it a prime spot to put your moments of
inspiration. Or a good place to put that you need to get milk at the store. Here are some more excellent
productivity apps! It allows you to create text notes, lists, and more. Its namesake feature is the ability to
change the background color of notes to help you stay organized. Some other features include calendar
support, backup support to both internal storage and cloud storage, and more. ColorNote also has to-do list
features as well. It comes jam packed with features. Some of them include various note types, notebook
support, organizational features, collaboration features, note sharing, and cross-platform support. During , it
neutered its free offering. There are also two optional subscriptions that add a variety of features as well as
cloud space to store your notes. However, people looking for free offerings probably have better options. It
features a simple interface, Material Design, and a tag system for easier organization. The app tries to focus a
bit more on security. Note encryption is optional and it uses AES encryption. Additionally, pro users can set
up their fingerprint to encrypt and decrypt notes as needed. The free version comes with most of the features.
The paid version removes ads, adds a dark theme, and also adds more encryption features. FiiNote is a fun
little note taking application that provides a more authentic experience. That means you can type notes, write
them, or draw them if you want. You can also add images, video, and voice messages to your notes. That
makes it perfect for keeping all kinds of notes, doodles, sketches, and other types of notes. It uses a very
colorful, Material Design-inspired interface that both looks great and is highly functional. Notes show up as
cards that you can quickly scroll through and select. The app has Google Drive integration so you can access
them online if you need to. Additionally, it has voice notes, to-do notes, and you can set reminders and share
notes with people. There is just enough to be super useful without being bloated. It also has Android Wear
support if you need that. Here are some more app list recommendations! It was one of the earliest apps to
include stylus support and continues to be one of the best with that feature now. There is support for OneNote
and Evernote along with PDF support, audio and video recording capabilities for recording lectures or
meetings , and a lot more. We recommend checking out the free trial before buying it. This one uses a vertical
card layout that is both easy to scroll through and easy to keep track of. It also has the ability to merge, sort,
and search through your notes for better organization and discovery. On top of that, it has DashClock support,
widgets, and a sketch-note mode where you can draw and doodle if you want to. It has enough features to be
competitive. However, it does also keep it light. It has a bunch of features including organization features,
cross-platform support, widgets, Android Wear support, collaboration features, and support for voice, text, and
photo additions to notes. We highly recommend using it if you use those other services. It caters more to the
long-form note taking style. That makes it great for things like journals, diaries, research notes, story writing,
and others. It has a folder system for easy organization, a locking mechanism to keep things secure, and
theming options. There is also a syncing feature so you can go back and forth between devices. The free
version has ads and limited cloud support. The premium subscription gives you 30GB of cloud storage, no
ads, and more. The only downside is that you have to subscribe to get rid of the ads. There is no single
payment option. It features a no-frills, minimal layout and feature set. The app includes basic text notes, lists,
light theming, and a customizable and re-sizable widget. This is the one we recommend for people who just
want something easy and simple to take notes. The app is also free with no in-app purchases or ads. Just a
heads up. Here are some suggestions that go great with note taking apps! Top 5 features you need to know
about If we missed any of the best note taking apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! Check
out all of our app lists by clicking here!
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5: Get -My Notes- - Microsoft Store
The Best Note-Taking Apps of Jot down thoughts, take pictures of things you want to remember, and keep it all at your
fingertips, across your devices, with a top-rated note-taking app.

Ditch Pen and Paper: Clearing your desk of notebooks and stacks of paper is environmentally friendly, gets rid
of clutter and modernizes your entire operation. Whether you need an app that converts handwriting to text, or
a complete notebook management system, stop digging around for the right binder and a pen when you need
something. OneNote is part of the Microsoft Office Suite, so you might already have it on your device, but if
not, you can download it for free. You can run Microsoft OneNote on practically any device, including
Chromebooks, Apple laptops and desktops, Windows laptops and desktops, iPhones, and Android phones.
You can also use OneNote with touchscreen devices and styluses. You can create as many different notebooks
as you want, and there are built-in tabs for easy labeling. You can take notes by typing, using a stylus, or
drawing with your cursor or your finger. OneNote allows you to make notes wherever you want on the page,
and you can add in photos, audio files, screen clips, Excel spreadsheets and online videos. You can also record
audio and video directly into OneNote. One of the best things about OneNote is the ability to assign
permissions to different notebooks. You can create personal notebooks that only you can see as well as shared
notebooks with other people on your team. When you create a shared notebook, everyone who has access to it
can make changes to the notebook, and those changes will be instantly reflected, which is great for group
projects. Another reason we like OneNote for business owners is that it works seamlessly with Outlook, so
you can do things like create and assign tasks in OneNote based on employee email addresses. Google Keep is
exclusively a web app, which means you can use it on Android phones and iPhones, Apple laptops and
desktops, Windows laptops and desktops, Chromebooks and tablets. Compatibility is never a problem. Google
Keep is colorful, bright and uncomplicated. Your main Notes page will always show you the most recently
added notes, and you can choose a single column view or a multicolumn view. The only downside to the
interface is that it makes it difficult to read long notes and search for older items. You can easily color-code
and label notes in Google Keep, and you can share those notes with other people, so they can update them as
well changes are reflected in real time. The app is compatible with Android phones and iPhones as well as
Apple and Windows computers. You can also download the Android app on a Chromebook, but some users
say the app is inconsistent and slow on a Chrome OS. Evernote looks great on devices of all different sizes. It
has lots of menu options and optional add-ons and third-party extensions and makes it easy to create lots of
different notebooks, tag them and search through them. Most people find Evernote easy to use and pleasing to
look at. You can take notes by typing or by writing with a stylus, your finger or the sketch tool. Just like in
OneNote, you can save photos, documents, audio and video. Further, you can record audio, grab parts of web
pages and snag text content from images. You can also password-protect certain notes for added security, use
templates and share notebooks with certain people while keeping other notebooks private. If you plan on
having your whole team use Evernote, you should consider Evernote Business. Evernote Business also allows
for single sign-on, includes basic admin tools and has added security features. This app is ideal for assistants,
administrative professionals, journalists, students and anyone else who frequently relies on recording audio as
well as taking notes by hand. AudioNote 2 looks like an old-school notebook, which makes it ideal for note
taking with a keypad or with a stylus. At the top of each "page," you can add audio files, which means you can
keep the recordings of your meetings linked with your meeting notes for easy access. The playback feature in
AudioNote 2 allows you to follow along with your notes automatically with highlighting and autoscrolling and
adjust playback speed as needed. You can also add in PDF slides and photos so everything is in one place. In
addition to offering a variety of methods of note taking audio, stylus, keypad and linking audio recordings
with the notes taken during the time of the recording, this app allows users to create folders and label files, and
share notes through iCloud, Dropbox, Facebook, Twitter, Email, AirDrop, and more. Additional reporting by
Mona Bushnell. She is incredibly interested by the intersection of business development and environmental
preservation. You May Also Like.
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6: Boostnote | Boost Happiness, Productivity, and Creativity.
Google Keep is the simplest note-taking app on our list, both visually and how it operates. Think of Keep as your place
for storing digital post-it notes, with each note dotted around the.

Geeknote â€” Evernote Console Client So why I have started to write this content on the best Evernote
alternative app or note-taking app for Ubuntu Linux? The answer is straightforward as Evernote still does not
offer any official client for Ubuntu or any Linux distros. Here I will be sharing a generic list of Best 13
Evernote replacement clients for Linux but one thing to remember that you can use any of these notes taking
apps as standalone as it is on any Linux distributions. Before going to the list, you can see my previous article
on Best 10 Linux Code Editor. Best Evernote Alternative Apps for Linux As of now, Evernote does not
support officially for Linux, so the below apps may be used for creating, modifying or deleting, managing
notes, tasks or to do list. Many of these Evernote replacement apps support own cloud storage where others
support external cloud storage like Google drives, Dropbox etc. It provides all the features that a modern and
professional note-taking app must have. This how it becomes the best Evernote alternative app for Linux. This
simple and elegant app is designed and developed by the same company who developed WordPress â€” Best
Blogging open source platform, Automattic, Inc. Important features Very easy to create or edit notes, tasks or
documents. The user can collaborate with other Simplenote users in real time. Supports for markup and note
tags. The user can publish the link to public view. One app rules them all, the best alternative to Evernote for
Linux. You can use it for saving articles, bookmarking websites, project documentation and much more. Users
will get the look, feel and similar experiences of Evernote by using this piece of nifty software. Important
features Offers to use of the best cryptographic practices. The user can convert the notes into HTML. Provides
an opportunity to share the notes and contents with others through encrypted channels. Your privacy will not
be compromised as it keeps all the documents and contents into an encrypted safe vault. MedleyText
Medleytext is not just another note taking app or alternative to Evernote. Though general users also can use it
without any specialized knowledge or coding. Important features Open source and free cross-platform notes
taking app. Beautiful, modern and intuitive user interface. Lots of options for text formatting including color,
size, style, images, links, etc. Supports customizable keyboard shortcuts. Install on Ubuntu sudo
add-apt-repository ppa: Laverna Laverna is an open source free note-taking app for Ubuntu which is an
excellent Evernote alternative for Linux. Its official Linux client is effective for making, editing or deleting
notes. This app does not provide any in-house made cloud storage to keep or synchronize the notes rather
Dropbox can be used as linked cloud storage for saving all sort of notes or documents. This how the users get
all the notes across the devices. Important features An open source Evernote alternative app or note taking
software for Ubuntu Linux. Offers easy integration with external cloud storage synchronization. Provides
syntax highlighting and Markdown editing. The user can create notes and tasks. Provides distraction free
mode. It comes with lots of features for taking notes and task without any hassle. One important feature that
makes it stand alone in the market as it uses Evernote serve for synchronizing all the notes, tasks, and
documents across the devices especially on mobile OS. Run the following command into the Terminal. This
excellent software is developed and maintained by the giant technology company Google. Users can do almost
everything that an excellent note-taking software must have. You can install it as a standalone app or use a
web app or extension on any system. Important features Can capture or save anything that a user can imagine
like text, web page, documents, images, etc. Offers a voice recording memo. Can set reminders and easy
integration with Google calendar app. Easy to share the thoughts with others by using emails. Group of a user
can edit or create the notes or tasks at the same time in one place. Various color palette and leveling system
helps to organize and search the required notes quickly. Can make To Do list. You can create, edit and view
all the notes and tasks from anywhere on any OS. Moreover, it offers easy browser integration which helps to
grab web content automatically. Literally, users can store anything including text, image, web links, audio,
videos etc with just a few keystrokes. Content library can be organized and maintained by using tag system
and Playlist collections. It also synchronizes all the contents and notes across all the devices. Data backup and
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also restore available for offline archives. At last but not the least, Zotero provides a user-friendly atmosphere
for collaboration task with other group members. You can create both public or private projects and after
completing the work, publish it for public view. Tomboy Tomboy is mostly a sticky note-taking app for
Linux. Gnome project is responsible for developing this useful and original app. Important features One of the
best sticky note taking apps. Users can create and save the notes locally on their system. Provides backup and
restore notes. Supports text highlighting, email linking, automatic hyperlink, spell checking software built-in
and much more. RedNotebook RedNotebook is powerful and features rich Evernote alternative note-taking
software for Ubuntu. There is a calendar which helps you to put notes or task and let you search by dates.
Important features Dairy like note taking app. Text can be formatted and supports images. Automatically grab
web links. Notes can be exported as text, HTML, latex format or pdf. The user can use tags for natural search.
Supports all the major platforms including Linux, Mac, and Windows. Boostnote Boostnote is also an open
source and advanced note-taking editor app for developers and programmers, just like MidleText. With a little
bit advanced knowledge, it can be a great alternative to Evernote app for Linux. This Evernote alternative
note-taking app saves the content when you write and this how you never lost any notes or documents.
Important features A Beautiful and minimum design which can be decorated with color themes. Can be used
as offline, no internet required for creating any notes. Tag support and text highlighting. Lots of themes for
eye candy look and feel. The user can organize and manage all the files of the system through this simple and
highly customizable app. You can also host your files with a tag system which is helpful when searching the
files and documents quickly. Geeknote â€” Evernote Console Client Geeknote is an unofficial command line
client to the Evernote app. It helps you to create or delete notes using any terminal text editor, sync directories,
read notes in terminal and much more. And in this sector, Evernote was the best and unbeatable. But now the
thing has been changed. There are a lot of open source note taking apps available in the market which can be
used as independent software or as Evernote alternative for the Ubuntu Linux system. Here I tried to include
all the best alternatives to Evernote notes taking apps for Linux. Also, let me know if I missed any essential
apps to include on this list.
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7: The best note-taking apps in | TechRadar
8 Best Note-Taking Apps For Android In 1. ColorNote. ColorNote is a full-featured Android note taking app. It is not
necessary to log in to the app, but you must do so if you wish to sync.

Review Jill Duffy The Best Note-Taking Apps of Jot down thoughts, take pictures of things you want to
remember, and keep it all at your fingertips, across your devices, with a top-rated note-taking app. Note-taking
apps are not all created equal. In fact, the deeper you dig into them, the more you realize how different they all
are in terms of what they offer in both concept and abilities. While a solid note-taking app is a necessary piece
of any suite of productivity apps , figuring out what to do with it in the first place is half the challenge. Getting
the right note-taking app is as much about finding one that clicks with you as it is about the nitty-gritty details
of the service. In general, however, a reliable note-taking app lets you jot down all the things you want to
remember quickly, easily, no matter where you are, and likewise lets you refer to all those notes anytime and
anywhere. Evernote caused a ruckus over the past few years among its paying users for hiking the price and
slashing the lower tiers of service. While many people are thinking about leaving Evernote , the sad state of
affairs at the moment is that nothing lives up to it. OneNote is a close second, but transitioning to it from
Evernote is tough. The two services have structural differences that make it difficult to map one set of notes
into the other app. There are alternatives, of course, and hopefully some of them will get better in time. Zoho
Notebook is a fine example. With the rebirth of Zoho Notebook, we should soon see more apps and additional
functionality in this rookie service. Pricing and Plans A huge part of the reason people got miffed at Evernote
was its price hike. It costs more than any other note-taking and syncing app. While it does have a free version,
nonpaying Evernote members are limited to syncing their notes among only two devices and the Web app.
Evernote accounts come in four tiers of service: The free tier lets you upload only 60MB of data each month,
but the data you use is yours to keep. So technically speaking, the total storage is unlimited because you get
more every month ad infinitum. Google Keep is free with no upsells or special plans. All it requires is a
Google account. The amount of storage space you get in Keep is dependent on your Google Drive storage,
which is 15GB by default. There is an upload limit for images of 10MB and 25MP. OneNote is also free with
no special upgrades for extra features. The max file upload size is MB. Simplenote is a free service with no
upgrades or in-app purchases. Features Worth Having A few features worth having in a note taking and
syncing app are optical character recognition OCR , a good Web clipper, and organizational tools that work
for you. OCR comes in handy when snapping pictures of text. Evernote Premium can run OCR on all text in
images, including handwriting, when you look for words in a search. It also has a useful Digital Ink feature
that turns your own handwriting into typed text when you use a tablet. A Web clipper is another great feature
for your note-taking app if you often find things on the Web that you want to save. For example, I clip a lot of
recipes that I find online into my note-taking apps. Evernote and OneNote have Web clippers, and both give
you options for saving the entire page or just core elements. In terms of organizational tools , every app is
different, but the important thing is you have an interface that makes sense to you and that helps you find what
you need when you need it. Evernote uses notes, notebooks, stacks of notebooks, and tags, whereas OneNote
has pages, sections, and notebooks. Hopefully, the uproar caused by Evernote will light a fire under
competitors to hurry up and improve their apps. There are a lot of promising apps, but most of them need more
time to mature. The read the capsule reviews below, and, if one of them sounds interesting, please be sure to
click through to the full review for more details. Featured Note-Taking App Reviews:
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8: The 10 Best Note Taking Apps in Evernote, OneNote, and Beyond
Take Notes Better Notes, Use an App. For the right kind of person, note-taking apps can be an excellent step up from
paper notebooks, but not all such apps are created equal.

It supports Markdown formatting in lieu of presenting an excess of menu options although it does allow you to
work with fully viewable inline images. Bear also offers a focus mode that strips away unnecessary bells and
whistles from your view. You can add tags to organize your notes by simply using hashtags within the note
body. And Bear stores all your notes as plain text, which keeps the app lightweight. Other features include an
info panel for each note showing word count and other metadata, as well as web clipping, or the ability to
automatically copy the contents of web pages to one of your notebooks via a browser extension. There are
some showstoppers worth knowing about before you choose Bear. The developers who make the app have
said that a web app is in the works, but they have yet to pin down a release date. Finally, the free account
comes with some limitations that make it less than ideal as a note taking app no syncing, limited export
formats , so be prepared to pay for a Pro subscription. What makes it special for programmers? When you
create a new note, you choose either Markdown note, used for creating any kind of text document, or snippet
note, which simply gives you a text editor for code. When creating and editing Markdown notes, Boostnote
puts an extra panel on the right side of your window to preview the formatting of the note as you write. You
can create any kind of notes you want in this note type. Markdown notes even support LaTeX blocks, for those
writing hefty mathematical formulas. With Boostnotes, you can work with text snippets, too. Text snippets are
lines of text you tend to use repeatedly, whether boilerplate or particular lines of code. Other excellent features
include customizable hotkeys, the ability to change the font, and dozens of light and dark visual themes for the
interface. Storage is entirely in your hands with Boostnote, so you can keep your notes saved locally and
percent offline, or you can pop them into a file storage and syncing service of your choosing to make them
accessible to you everywhere. Evernote Android, iOS, macOS, web, Windows Best note taking app for taking
and searching for notes of all kinds Evernote was an early leader in the digital note taking space. In many
ways, it shaped expectations about what a note taking app should do and how it should look. It has apps for all
the major platforms, and with a Business account, you can even use Evernote for real-time chat and
collaboration with colleagues. Evernote also doubles as an excellent scanner, and if you combine those two
features, you can use the app for some pretty interesting projects, such as digitizing recipes from books.
Evernote also integrates with other apps and tools you use, such as Google Drive, Slack, and Salesforce.
Evernote handles all the syncing and storage. Basic members that is, those on the free plan get 60MB of space
per month for storing notes and uploading files. While Evernote looks squarely like standard business
software, Microsoft OneNote mimics paper. When you create a new note, you can click anywhere on the page
and add content to that spot, just as if you were working with paper, rather than be tied to the linear movement
of the cursor. You can choose a background for your notes that looks like textured or lined paper or use
templates for meeting notes and more. OneNote also mimics the classic binder, with notebooks, sections, and
tabs for organizing your notes. With OneNote, you can type text, drag and drop images and file attachments
into notes, use a digital highlighter, create checklists, record audio, draw sketches, and so forth. And because
each note is meant to appear like a piece of paper, you can move elements around the page, placing an audio
memo next to a block of text, for example. For every note you can open a record of its version history, too.
And an ink-to-text feature lets you write by hand and have your text converted to type. OneNote also
integrates with other apps, such as mobile scanning app OfficeLens and the paperless system NeatConnect.
You can create more OneNote integrations using Zapier. OneNote is free to use, with no feature limitations in
the free version. Syncing occurs via Microsoft OneDrive, and non-paying members are capped at 5GB though
you can earn additional space through some promotions and purchases. Microsoft OneNote is perhaps the best
free note taking app you can find. Milanote also has a web clipper tool, so you can easily snap images online
and add them to your visual notes. There are no mobile apps or desktop apps at this time, just a web app and a
mobile-optimized site. It does support collaboration and sharing, however. Milanote handles syncing, storage,
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and backup rather than handing off those responsibilities to a third party. Free Milanote members have some
tight limitations on what they can upload: Pro members get unlimited storage unlimited notes, images, links,
and files , plus a search bar for all their content. Milanote Pro costs much more than other options, including
Evernote Premium, however. You can use it to create all kinds of notes with your fingertips or a stylus,
whether a sketch, annotated image, or handwritten text. Beautifully designed with a minimalist bent, Paper
incorporates animations that make it inviting and fun to use. It has some tools for organizing your notes, too,
such as the ability to group them into notebooks and share them. The Paper app also lets you choose different
pen types and colors. Draw simple loops, for example, and Paper knows to turn them into neat circles. Choose
the pen tool, and your writing will magically look like calligraphy. If you prefer to type on a keyboard, you
can do that as well, writing text notes, checklists, and so forth. Paper also gives you a few special tools for
creating business diagrams. The tip lets you create pressure-sensitive drawings, while the reverse side acts as
an eraser. The app used to backup your notes for you, but the company no longer does as of March , so be sure
you have adequate space in an iCloud account before committing to Paper. This online app lets you work with
others on notes, documents, and spreadsheets while discussing the work in the same place. Quip shines
brightest when you used it to collaborate with others. Quip is thorough in how it saves, documents, and
displays every single suggested edit, question, and comment in your notes. It provides complete visibility into
how the collaboration process works. You can connect your Quip account to other tools, such as Dropbox and
Google Drive, and you create other Quip integrations by using Zapier. With Quip, you and your teammates
can create folders and subfolders to organize your notes. The search function is reliable, but not especially
fast, given Quip accounts often have a lot of data beyond plain text in them. With a paid plan you get
unlimited storage, too. True to its name, Simplenote gives you a clutter-free space for creating and editing
notes. You get little more than an unlimited number of blank white pages for making plain text notes.
Simplenote is a pure minimalist in the note taking app category. Seeing as you can save nothing but typed text,
the search functionality is fast. Syncing and storage comes included. You get a version history for all your
notes and the ability to restore any prior version. You also get tags for sorting and organizing your notes, plus
options for sharing and collaborating with others. Simplenote can run in any browser, and there are apps for all
the major platforms as well. The app was designed to have low latency, meaning as soon as your stylus or
finger drags across the screen, the mark in the app should show up immediately, with little to no delay. In the
app, your options for paper include blank white pages, lined pages, staff paper for music, and gridded graph
paper in a variety of styles. You can write or draw freeform, as well as import images and PDFs to annotate
them. Squid supports digital signatures, too, so you can import a document that you need to sign, scribble your
name on it, export it as a PDF, and send it to the recipient. Squid includes other tools for capturing,
organizing, and editing notes. While the app is free to download, Squid sells a Premium subscription that
unlocks all the paper backgrounds, tools, and a few capabilities you might actually need. Some of the features
restricted to Premium are a highlighter; a few shape tools; the ability to import PDFs for markup; and the
option to backup, restore, and bulk export options using Box or Dropbox. Squid is one of the best apps for
Android and Chromebook that supports handwriting, image and PDF markup, and other ways to take notes.
When you first create an account, the app encourages you to create a few notebooks, which appear on screen
as notebooks with different images for their covers. You can name them however you like. As you create
notes, whether by typing them, uploading images, or clipping them from web pages, you can add rich text
formatting. Your notes then appear as cards with preview images when applicable. You can also lock notes,
add time and date reminders to them, view their full version history, and revert back to an earlier version.
Zoho directly manages saving and syncing, and the company gives you as much storage space as you need,
with no limit. There is a maximum file upload size of 50MB, however. Note taking apps come in many shapes
and sizes to meet different needs. Some people may need a fully loaded app with a lot of functionality, such as
OneNote or Evernote, while others prefer less clutter and fewer features, which is what you get from an app
such as Simplenote. Not all note taking apps are free, but most of them offer at least a free trial, if not a free
version with limitations, so that you can try out a few before settling on the one that works best for you.
Note-taking photo via Chung Ho Leung.
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9: Best Note Taking App | Organize Your Notes with Evernote
If you want multimedia notes, Zoho's Notebook is the best note-taking app for iOS in If simplicity is more of a blessing
than a curse, Simplenote keeps distractions at a minimum. Bear is the note-taking app for web writers.

Jill Duffy Take Notes Better Notes, Use an App For the right kind of person, note-taking apps can be an
excellent step up from paper notebooks, but not all such apps are created equal. In fact, the deeper you dig into
them, the more you realize how different they all are in terms of what they offer in both concept and abilities.
While a solid note-taking app is a necessary piece of any suite of productivity apps , figuring out what to do
with it in the first place is half the challenge. Getting the right note-taking app is as much about finding one
that clicks with you as it is about the nitty-gritty details of the service. In general, however, a reliable
note-taking app lets you jot down all the things you want to remember quickly, easily, no matter where you
are, and likewise lets you refer to all those notes anytime and anywhere. Evernote caused a ruckus over the
past few years among its paying users for hiking the price and slashing the lower tiers of service. While many
people are thinking about leaving Evernote , the sad state of affairs at the moment is that nothing lives up to it.
OneNote is a close second, but transitioning to it from Evernote is tough. The two services have structural
differences that make it difficult to map one set of notes into the other app. There are alternatives, of course,
and hopefully some of them will get better in time. Zoho Notebook is a fine example. With the rebirth of Zoho
Notebook, we should soon see more apps and additional functionality in this rookie service. Pricing and Plans
A huge part of the reason people got miffed at Evernote was its price hike. It costs more than any other
note-taking and syncing app. While it does have a free version, nonpaying Evernote members are limited to
syncing their notes among only two devices and the Web app. Evernote accounts come in four tiers of service:
The free tier lets you upload only 60MB of data each month, but the data you use is yours to keep. So
technically speaking, the total storage is unlimited because you get more every month ad infinitum. Google
Keep is free with no upsells or special plans. All it requires is a Google account. The amount of storage space
you get in Keep is dependent on your Google Drive storage, which is 15GB by default. There is an upload
limit for images of 10MB and 25MP. OneNote is also free with no special upgrades for extra features. The
max file upload size is MB. Simplenote is a free service with no upgrades or in-app purchases. Features Worth
Having A few features worth having in a note taking and syncing app are optical character recognition OCR ,
a good Web clipper, and organizational tools that work for you. OCR comes in handy when snapping pictures
of text. Evernote Premium can run OCR on all text in images, including handwriting, when you look for
words in a search. It also has a useful Digital Ink feature that turns your own handwriting into typed text when
you use a tablet. A Web clipper is another great feature for your note-taking app if you often find things on the
Web that you want to save. For example, I clip a lot of recipes that I find online into my note-taking apps.
Evernote and OneNote have Web clippers, and both give you options for saving the entire page or just core
elements. In terms of organizational tools , every app is different, but the important thing is you have an
interface that makes sense to you and that helps you find what you need when you need it. Evernote uses
notes, notebooks, stacks of notebooks, and tags, whereas OneNote has pages, sections, and notebooks.
Hopefully, the uproar caused by Evernote will light a fire under competitors to hurry up and improve their
apps. There are a lot of promising apps, but most of them need more time to mature. The read the capsule
reviews below, and, if one of them sounds interesting, please be sure to click through to the full review for
more details. Featured Note-Taking App Reviews:
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